Studio del contenuto delle seguenti unità:
UNIT 2: The working week
My favourite day of the week – practice – listening and speaking – reading and speaking –
keyword and speaking.
UNIT 3: Good times, bad times
UNIT 4: Getting it right.
Modern dilemmas – practice – Listening and speaking – reading and speaking – vocabulary and
speaking.
UNIT 5: Our changing world
Things our grandchildren may never see – practice – Listening and speaking – reading and speaking –
keyword and pronunciation.
UNIT 6: What matters to me
Descriptions – practice – Listening and speaking – reading and speaking – vocabulary – everyday
English.
UNIT 7: Passions and fashions
300 million books sold! – practice – reading and speaking – vocabulary and listening.
UNIT 8: No fear!
Don’t worry mum! – practice – Listening and speaking – reading and speaking – vocabulary and
idiom – everyday English.
UNIT 9: It depends how you look at it
UNIT 10: All things high tech
Chips with high tech – practice – Listening and speaking – reading and speaking – vocabulary and
speaking – everyday English.
UNIT 11: Seeing is believing
Optical illusions – practice – What on earth has happened? – practice - reading and listening –
keyword – everyday English.
UNIT 12: Telling it how it is
I read it in the papers … – practice – Listening and speaking – reading and speaking – vocabulary
and speaking everyday English.
GRAMMAR REFERENCE:
UNIT 2: present simple, adverbs of frequency, present continuous, state verbs, passive, present simple and present continuous passive.
UNIT 3: past tenses, past simple, past continuous, past simple or past continuous?, used to, past perfect, past tenses in the passive.
UNIT 4: have to, have got to, modals and related verbs, obligation: should ought to and must, permission: can and be allowed to, making requests: can could will and would, making offers: will and shall.
UNIT 5: future forms, will going to and the present continuous, future possibility: may/might/could.
UNIT 7: present perfect, present perfect or simple past?, present perfect simple passive, present perfect continuous, present perfect simple or continuous?
UNIT 8: verb patterns: the infinitive, the ing-form.
UNIT 9: second conditional: improbable conditions, first or second conditional?, third conditional: impossible conditions, might/could have done, should have done.
UNIT 10: noun phrases, articles, possessives, all and every, themselves and each other.
UNIT 11: modal verbs of probability, probability in the present and future, asking about possibilities, probability in the past.
UNIT 12: reported speech and thought, reporting verbs, reported questions.

Firma alunni
1) ____________________
2) ____________________

Firma docente

__________________________________________

Data: ____________________